We present some elementary but foundational results concerning diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices and connect these structures to certain one-player combinatorial "move-minimizing games," in particular, a so-called "domino game." The objective of this game is to find, if possible, the least number of "domino moves" to get from one partition to another, where a domino move is, with one exception, the addition or removal of a domino-shaped pair of tiles. We solve this domino game by demonstrating the somewhat surprising fact that the associated "game graphs" coincide with a well-known family of diamond-colored distributive lattices which shall be referred to as the "type A fundamental lattices." These lattices arise as supporting graphs for the fundamental representations of the special linear Lie algebras and as splitting posets for type A fundamental symmetric functions, connections which are further explored in sequel papers for types A, C, and B. In this paper, this connection affords a solution to the proposed domino game as well as new descriptions of the type A fundamental lattices.
Introduction
Consider this well-known logic puzzle: Given an 8 × 8 black and white checkerboard with 64 squares, let a domino tile be a rectangle formed by taking two checkerboard-size squares and joining them along an edge. Is it possible to perfectly pave the checkerboard with Domino tiles? The answer to this question is, of course, "Yes."
But if two opposite corners from the checkerboard were removed to yield a new board with 62 squares, would it be possible to perfectly tile this modified board? The answer to this is "No." Since each domino tile placed on the board covers a red square and a white square on the checkerboard, any tiling must cover the same number of red and white squares. But opposite corners of the board are the same color, so the modified board will not have the same number of red and white squares.
This simple logic puzzle illustrates a couple of ideas that will be useful in what follows: (1) We will propose a game that uses domino tiles and pavings of certain shapes within a certain rectangular grid of squares, and (2) Although checkerboard-style coloring is not needed to state the possiblility/impossibility problems we address, it will be useful in formulating our solution.
To arrive at our game, we fix positive integers k and N with 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. We will define a domino-type game using tiles like those described above, however, our game board will consist of a k × (N − k) grid of squares. The Domino Game is played with singletons (marked tiles each the size of a game board square) that are to be added/removed in domino pairs (two square tiles meeting along an edge) or, in certain limited situations, one at a time.
A legal shape is a paving of all or part of our game board with singletons such that 1. The paved squares on a given row of the game board are left-justified, and 2. The number of paved squares on a given row is at least as large as the number of paved squares on the next row.
All of this is to say that each each legal shape is the "partition diagram" (or "Ferrer's diagram") for a partition with no more than k parts, and largest part of size at most N − k. We call this partition, or its corresponding shape, a k × (N − k) partition. A domino move is the addition or removal of
• A domino pair, or
• A singleton in the upper right corner only.
When applied to a legal shape on a given game board, a domino move is legal if it results in another legal shape for the same board.
The Domino Game begins with a game board of fixed size and two legal shapes. The goal of the game is to get from one shape to the other using only legal domino moves. See Figure 1 for an example of an instance of a successful domino game played on a 5 × (8 − 5) game board.
The Domino Game gives rise to three natural questions:
• Is it always possible to get from one legal shape to another using legal domino moves? • If so, what is the smallest number of moves required?
• And if so, can a smallest sequence of moves be explicitly prescribed?
To answer these questions is to solve the Domino Game. This Domino Game will serve as our primary example of a "move-minimizing game". However, at the outset of the paper in Section 2, we will concern ourselves with the technical and seemingly ancillary topic of diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices. These arise naturally in certain areas of algebraic combinatorics: as supporting graphs, which are combinatorial models for complex semi-simple Lie algebra representations (see for example [6] ), and as splitting posets, which are poset models for so-called Weyl symmetric functions (see for example [1] ).
In Section 3, we present a classical family of diamond-colored distributive lattices, which we call here the type A fundamental lattices. We also provide a new description of these lattices using what we call diagonal coordinates.
In Section 4, we describe the general notion of a move-minimizing game, and then explore a solution to any such game whose associated graph is the order diagram for a diamond-colored modular or distributive lattice. We apply this methodology in Section 5 to solve our proposed Domino Game by realizing the underlying game graph as a type A fundamental lattice.
Although this paper is almost exclusively combinatorial, and the first part highly technical, it is part of a series of papers whose aim is also algebraic; namely to present new combinatorial models for the fundamental representations of the classical Lie algebras: the type A or special linear Lie algebras; the type B or odd orthogonal Lie algebras; the type C or symplectic Lie algebras; and the type D or even orthogonal Lie algebras, and their associated Weyl symmetric functions.
The purpose of this paper is to provide the necessary foundational results concerning diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices and showcase our perspective with the presentation of the type A fundamental lattices via various natural coordinatizations as well as via the Domino Game. The paper will have two main results.
Main Result 1. Let Γ be a diamond-colored distributive lattice. Let s and t be elements of Γ. Then (i) A shortest path from s to t can be chosen to pass through s ∧ t (or s ∨ t).
(ii) The length of such a path can be calculated in terms of s and t.
(iii) The path can be explicitly prescribed in terms of s and t.
Main Result 2. The game graph associated to the Domino Game is a diamondcolored distributive lattice.
Result 1 is actually a culmination of Theorems 2.6, 2.11 and 4.1 from Sections 2 and 4. Result 2 is shown in Section 5 as Theorem 5.9, and will be the basis to solving the Domino game via the methodology put forward in the first portion of the paper.
The combinatorial structures considered in this paper and in the sequels [5] and [2] are finite posets which we view as graphs, when identified with their order diagrams. Most often, such a graph will either have its edges or its vertices colored by elements from some index set I (usually a set of positive integers). The conventions and notation we use concerning such structures largely borrow from [6] , [19] , [1] , and [16] . The reader should note that in this paper, many proofs are omitted. The details of such proofs are technical, but overall they are in fact quite intuitive and require only elementary reasoning.
Diamond-colored modular & distributive lattices.
In this section we establish some foundational results for our study of "diamondcolored" modular and distributive lattices. The purpose of this section is twofold: (1) We will review some classic terminology related to edge-and vertexcolored graphs and connect these ideas to new concepts related to distributive lattices; and (2) The results in this section will provide the theoretical foundation for our later investigation of "move-minimizing" games in general and the domino game in particular. This section is by nature quite technical, and the reader interested solely in the game questions put forward in Section 1 is encouraged to move ahead to Sections 4 and 5.
Graphs and posets. Suppose Γ is a simple directed graph with vertex set V(Γ) and directed edge set E(Γ). If Γ is accompanied by a function EC Γ : E(Γ) −→ I (respectively V C Γ : V(Γ) −→ I), then we say Γ is edge-colored (resp. vertex-colored) by the set I. An isomorphism of two edge-colored (respectively, vertex-colored) directed graphs is a bijection φ of their vertex sets such that φ and φ −1 both preserve directed edges and edge colors (resp., vertex colors). If Γ arises as the order diagram for a poset R with partial ordering "≤", then we identify Γ with R and refer to R as an edge-colored (resp. vertex-colored) poset. In such an edge-colored poset R, by definition we have x i − → y for some vertices x and y and some color i ∈ I if and only if (a) x < y with respect to the partial ordering on V(R) and (b) for any other vertex z we have x = z or z = y whenever x ≤ z ≤ y. For this i-colored edge x i − → y, we say that y is above x and that x is below y. In figures, when such an edge is depicted without an arrowhead, the implied direction is "up."
Mountain and valley paths. Regard R to be a poset that is edge-colored by a set I. A path from s to t in R is a sequence P = (s = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k = t) such that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have either
is a sequence of colors from I. This path has length k, written ℓ(P), and we allow paths to have length 0. For any i ∈ I, we let a i (P) :
− → x j in P} , a count of "ascending" edges of color i in the path, and
Say P is simple if each vertex appearing in the path appears exactly once.
If s and t are within the same connected component of R, then the distance d(s, t) between s and t is the minimum length achieved when all paths from s to t in R are considered; any minimum-length-achieving path is a shortest path. Our poset R has the diamond coloring property if whenever r r r r
is an edge-colored subgraph of the order diagram for R, then i = l and j = k. A simple path P in R is a mountain path from s to t if for some j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} and u := x j we have s = x 0 → x 1 → · · · → u ← · · · ← x k = t, in which case we call u the apex of the mountain path.
Similarly, the simple path P is a valley path from s to t if for some j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} and v := x j we have s = x 0 ← x 1 ← · · · ← v → · · · → x k = t, in which case we call v the nadir of the mountain path.
Our poset R is topographically balanced if (1) whenever v → s and v → t for distinct s and t in R, then there exists a unique u in R such that s → u and t → u, and (2) whenever s → u and t → u for distinct s and t in R, then there exists a unique v in R such that v → s and v → t. Informally, this just says that any length two mountain path that is not a chain is uniquely balanced by a length two valley path that is not a chain, and vice-versa. If R is topographically balanced, any simple path P = (s = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k = t) from s to t can be mountain-ized to form a new path P mountain as follows:
and form a new path P ′ be replacing x j with the unique x ′ j for which
3. Return to the first step of the process, using P ′ as P.
The mountain-ization P mountain has the salient properties that it is a mountain path and that ℓ(P) = ℓ(P mountain ). If R is also diamond-colored by a set I, then a i (P) = a i (P mountain ) and d i (P) = d i (P mountain ) for each i ∈ I. Similarly define the valley-ization P valley of P.
Results. We now connect the ideas of moutain-and valley-ization of paths with the classical concepts of ranked lattices, in particular distributive and modular lattices. (For reference, see [4] .) In our setting, if ρ denotes a rank function for some poset R, then for any path P from s to t, we have
which serves as an expression for the rank of t whenever ρ(s) = 0. 
Theorem 2.2. Let s and t be elements of a topographically balanced lattice L and let P be any simple path in L from s to t. Then the following are equivalent:
1. P is a path of shortest length from s to t.
ℓ(P)
3. P mountain has apex u = s ∨ t and P valley has nadir v = s ∧ t.
The fact that a distributive lattice is ranked is a consequence of the following standard result, whose proof amounts to the observation that a distributive lattice is topographically balanced.
Lemma 2.3. Any distributive lattice is modular.
The following Lemma connects modular and diamond-colored lattices. It is a utility that aids in proofs of other results (e.g. Theorem 2.11) and helps in analyzing movement between vertices in diamond-colored modular lattices (e.g. computing the rank of an element). Diamond-colored distributive lattices and order ideals. The following discussion of diamond-colored distributive lattices and certain related vertexcolored posets is quite technical, but it does encompass the classical uncolored situation (see for example Section 3.4 of [16] ). These concepts have antecedents in work of Proctor and Stembridge (see e.g. [13] , [14] , [18] , [17] ), but there seems to be no standard treatment of these ideas.
A diamond-colored distributive lattice can be constructed as follows. Let P be a poset with vertices colored by a set I. An order ideal x from P is a vertex subset of P with the property that u ∈ x whenever v ∈ x and u ≤ v in P . Let L be the set of order ideals from P . For x, y ∈ L, write x ≤ y if and only if x ⊆ y.
With respect to this partial ordering, L is a distributive lattice: x∨y = x∪y and x ∧ y = x ∩ y for all x, y ∈ L. One can easily see that x → y in L if and only if x ⊂ y and y − x = {v} for some maximal element v of y, with y thought of as a subposet of P in the induced order.
In this case, we declare that EC L (x → y) := V C P (v), thus making L an edge-colored distributive lattice: viewed as an element of J color (P ), an order ideal x from P is above an edge of color i if and only if x has a maximal (resp. minimal) element of color i. One can easily check that L has the diamondcoloring property. The diamond-colored distributive lattice just constructed is given special notation: we write L := J color (P ). Note that if P ∼ = Q as vertexcolored posets, then J color (P ) ∼ = J color (Q) as edge-colored posets. Moreover, L is ranked with rank function given by ρ(t) = |t|. In particular, the length of L is |P |.
The process described in the previous paragraph can be reversed. Given a diamond-colored distributive lattice L, an element x is join irreducible if x = min(L) and whenever x = y ∨ z then x = y or x = z. One can see that x is join irreducible if and only if x covers precisely one other vertex in L, i.e. |{x ′ | x ′ → x}| = 1. Let P be the set of all join irreducible elements of L with the induced partial ordering. Color the vertices of P by the rule:
We call P the vertex-colored poset of join irreducibles and denote it by
What follows is a dual to the above constructions of diamond-colored distributive lattices. A filter from a vertex-colored poset P is a subset x with the property that if u ∈ x and u ≤ v in P then v ∈ x. Note that for x ⊆ P , x is a filter if and only if the set complement P − x is an order ideal. Now partially order all filters from P by reverse containment: x ≤ y if and only if x ⊇ y for filters x, y from P . The resulting partially ordered set L is a distributive lattice. Color the edges of L as in the case of order ideals. That is, x is below an edge of color i if and only if x has a minimal element of color i. The result is a diamond-colored distributive lattice which we denote by L = M color (P ). Further, for any filter x from P , the rank of x in M color (P ) is l − |x|.
In the other direction, given a diamond-colored distributive lattice L, we say x ∈ L is meet irreducible if and only if x = max(L) and whenever x = y ∧ z then x = y or x = z. One can see that x is meet irreducible if and only if x is covered by exactly one other vertex in L. Now consider the set P of meet irreducible elements in L with the order induced from L. Color the vertices of P in the same way we colored the vertices of the poset of join irreducibles. The vertex-colored poset P is the poset of meet irreducibles for L. In this case, we write P = m color (L). We have M color (P ) ∼ = M color (Q) if P and Q are isomorphic vertex-colored posets. We also have m color (L) ∼ = m color (K) if L and K are isomorphic diamond-colored distributive lattices.
We encapsulate and modestly extend the discussion of the preceding paragraphs in the following two-part proposition. (2) Let P be poset with vertices colored by the set I. Then J color (P ) and M color (P ) are distributive lattices that are diamond-colored by the set I, and if P has l elements, then each of J color (P ) and M color (P ) has length l with respect to its rank function. Finally, the unique maximal element of J color (P ) (respectively M color (P )) is P (resp. ∅) and the unique minimal element is ∅ (resp. P ).
The following Theorem shows that the operations J color (respectively, M color ) and j color (respectively, m color ) are inverses in a certain sense. This is a straightforward generalization of the fundamental theorem of finite distributive lattices.
Theorem 2.6. (Fundamental Theorem of Finite Diamond-colored Distributive
Lattices) 1. Let L be a diamond-colored distributive lattice. Then L ∼ = J color (j color (L)) ∼ = M color (m color (L)).
Let P be a vertex-colored poset. Then
P ∼ = j color (J color (P )) ∼ = m color (M color (P )).
Corollary 2.7. An edge-colored distributive lattice L is isomorphic to J color (P ) or M color (P ) for some vertex-colored poset P if and only if L is diamond-colored.
The next corollary states for the record how J color , j color , M color , and m color interact with the standard vertex-and edge-colored poset operations * (dual), σ (recoloring of vertices or edges), ⊕ (disjoint union), and × (Cartesian product).
Corollary 2.8. Let P and Q be posets with vertices colored by a set I, and let K and L be diamond-colored distributive lattices with edges colored by I.
In what follows, * , σ, ⊕, ×, and ∼ = account for colors on vertices/edges as appropriate.
If
Subposets and sublattices. The results that close this section require certain notions of substructures. Assume Q is a weak subposet of R. If, in addition, Q and R are vertex-colored (respectively, edge-colored) by a set I and V C −1
Let L be a lattice with sublattice K. If K is an edge-colored weak subposet of L, then we call K an edge-colored sublattice of L. If both are ranked and have the same length, then say K is a full-length sublattice of L. The next Lemma gives us one way to know whether of a sublattice are also edges of the 'parent' lattice.
for all x in K, and moreover for all x and y in K we have
Here is a situation in which a full-length sublattice can be discerned.
. . , L p are all modular (respectively, distributive) lattices that are diamond-colored by a set I, with respective rank functions ρ (1) , ρ (2) , . . . , ρ (p) and lengths
Then L is a modular (resp. distributive) lattice, is diamond-colored
by I, and has length given by
Suppose K is some vertex subset of L which is closed under componentwise joins and meets. Further, suppose that min(L) and max(L) are in K and there is a path in L from min(L) to max(L) that uses only vertices from K. Then K is a full-length sublattice of L, is modular (resp. distributive), and is diamond-colored by the set I.
In the special case of diamond-colored distributive lattices, the following result, which is a diamond-colored version of Remark 2.1 of [6] , can be applied to help find nice presentations of posets of join irreducibles for distributive lattices which arise as full-length sublattices of larger and more easily described distributive lattices (see e.g. [6] , [8] ). • For any join irreducible x in L, the set {y ∈ K | x ≤ L y} has a unique minimal element w x , and w x is a join irreducible in K.
• The function φ : Q −→ P given by φ(x) := w x is a vertex-color-preserving bijection, and if
′ is a weak subposet of P and Q ′ ∼ = Q as vertex-colored posets.
A classical example
In this section we begin to explore a classical family of diamond-colored distributive lattices -the aforementioned type A fundamental lattices -as an illustration of the methodology of the preceding section. Throughout this section, N is a fixed positive integer and k is an integer with 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. The poset P (k, N − k) is the disjoint sum of vertex-colored chains each with N − k elements, as depicted in Figure 2 .
The chains are numbered from 1 to k reading from left to right. In the cth chain, we number the vertices from 1 to N − k reading from bottom to top and color them from c to N − k − c + 1. We may refer to a vertex by its row-column coordinates (r, c) for
as the product of edge-colored chains as depicted in Figure 3 .
Vertex colors indicated on the left of each chain, edge colors on the right.
So we can view L(k, N − k) as a collection of k-tuples, where the ith coordinate of each k-tuple is a choice of a label from the ith chain in the product of chains. Writing each k-tuple as a column vector, we discern from Proposition 2.10 (1) that
where the partial order of these column vectors is by "reverse component-wise comparison," i.e. for such k-tuples S and T we have S ≤ T if and only if each
It also follows that meets and joins of the column vectors are computed reverse component-wise as follows:
. . .
The superscript "tab" in the notation "L tab A (k, N − k)" indicates that the affiliated column vectors with strictly increasing entries (reading from top to bottom) can be viewed as column-shaped tableau. Tableaux often arise as objects that index bases for representations of certain algebraic structures, for example irreducible representations of the symmetric group or of the classical simple Lie algebras. The latter is the case here: the column vectors of L tab A (k, N −k) index a natural weight basis for a certain fundamental representation of the type A simple Lie algebra sl(N, C). In particular, if {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N } is the standard basis for the defining complex representation V of sl(N, C), [12] , [14] , [7] , [9] , and [5] .
In view of the fact that L tab
The following shows how the row-column coordinates for an arbitrary vertex of
which, in the notation of Theorem 2.11, corresponds to the following column in
Continuing in the notation of Theorem 2.11, we have φ(r, c) This order ideal can clearly be seen to be a partition, as in Figure 4 , since the partition corresponding to a given order ideal can be obtained by simply rotating a given order ideal clockwise 135
• . With this viewpoint, it is easy to see that the minimum element of L A (k, N − k) is the empty partition, and the maximum element is the full partition. Furthermore, given two order ideals x and y viewed as partitions, we have that when one is overlaid on the other x ∧ y is the partition consists of all boxes shaded in both x and y while x ∨ y contains any shaded box from x or y. Note that because of the Domino Game and the simple connection to order ideals shown in Figure 4 , partitions will be our default mode of viewing the elements of L A . Moreover, the other coordinatizations are best understood through this partition perspective. In each case, the coordinatizations are edgecolored directed graphs with edges and edge colors induced by the universal object L A .
when the dimensions are clear. Here is a summary of the key data structures for L
• Directed edges: For σ, τ ∈ L part A , we have a directed edge σ → τ iff τ − σ = ε l , for some l with 1 ≤ l ≤ k.
• Edge colors: Suppose σ → τ in L part A , so τ − σ = ε l for some l, with 1 ≤ l ≤ k. We say the edge is colored by i, and write σ
• Visualization: A k×(N −k) partition where the lth row contains σ l leftjustified shaded boxes. An edge of color i exists between two partitions σ and τ if and only if one additional box is shaded when moving from the first diagram σ to the next, τ where 
A , it will be our convention to list the elements of the set in increasing order. That is, for S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k } we have S i < S i+1 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
•
• Visualization: A k×1 tableau listing, from least to greatest, the number of unmarked boxes plus the row number, for each row in the partition. Alternately, we may attach an empty descending staircase to the right of the associated partition and count the number of unmarked boxes to obtain the same result. This method can be seen in Figure 6 below. An edge of color i exists between two tabular coordinatizations iff the value i increases to i + 1 from one diagram to the next. • Edges: For s, t ∈ L circ A , we have s → t iff t − s = −ε l + ε l+1 for some l with 1 ≤ l ≤ N − 1, where ε l is a binary sequence of appropriate length with a 1 in position l and 0's elsewhere.
• Edge colors: Suppose s → t in L • Visualization: A 2×⌈N/2⌉ tableau (with the two rightmost boxes joined into one tall box when N is odd) numbered as in Figure 7 . For N even, we number the boxes clockwise, beginning in the top left box. For N odd, we number the boxes counter-clockwise, beginning in the lower left corner. The box labeled i is marked with a dot iff s i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . An edge of color l, denoted as c l below, exists between two circle diagrams if there is a single dot movement across the "wall" from box l and to box l + 1. 
and where m i = min{i, k}, and if
Note that this map is simply counting the shaded dots in vertical alignment from left to right in the order ideal x when pictured as in Figure 4 Here is a summary of the key data structures for L diag A :
and
• Edges: For s, t ∈ L diag A , we have s → t, iff t − s = ε l for some l with 1 ≤ l ≤ N − 1.
• Edge colors:
• Visualization: The number of marked/shaded boxes of a given diagonal in the associated partition diagram where the diagonals slant from northwest to southeast, starting with the rightmost box in the top row of the partition. Note that the first N − k diagonals are viewed across the top of the partition and the remaining k − 1 move down the left side of the diagram. See Figure 9 for two examples. 
Move-minimizing games
In this section we consider certain kinds of combinatorial one-player games and connect them to diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices.
Suppose a single player is given a finite set of objects which are allowed to be manipulated by a certain finite set of moves, with objects and moves described combinatorially. Here are the ground rules:
• The player can "legally" apply a given move only to some known subset of the objects;
• when the player legally applies the move to a given object x, the outcome could be any one of a known subset of objects, and s/he chooses one of these resulting objects y;
• and a given move can be reversed in the sense that if y is obtained by legally applying a move to x, then we also allow the player to obtain x from y.
So, given two objects s and t, the primary objective of the game is to minimize the number of moves needed to obtain t from s. Within this move-minimizing context, it will make sense to omit the following possibilities: when a move is legally applied to some object x, then x cannot be among the outcomes, and when some object y is among the outcomes obtained by legally applying some move to x, then y is not among the outcomes when any other move is legally applied to x. For example, consider the Towers of Hanoi game with n distinctly-sized disks arranged in stacks on three posts (say, post #1, post #2, and post #3), with the usual restriction that a larger disk cannot be stacked on top of a smaller disk. It is well-known that there are 3 n possible configurations of the disks; these configurations will be our objects. We could consider three possible moves, with each move corresponding to an ordered pair (i, j) with i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and i < j, defined as the disk at the top of the stack on post #i is taken to the top of the stack on post #j. A goal of a move-minimizing game would be to obtain a given configuration from some other given configuration using the least number of moves. The undirected and uncolored graph underlying this move-minimizing game is well-known; analyses of shortest paths in this graph can be found in [3] , [10] , and [15] .
The alert reader notice that what we have described as a combinatorial one-player game of minimizing moves between objects coincides with analyzing shortest paths between vertices in some kind of edge-colored directed graph. We make this more precise below.
Move-minimizing game digraphs. Let G be a finite, simple digraph with edges colored by some finite index set I. The vertices of G are to be regarded as objects while the directed and colored edges of G correspond to legal moves.
The fundamental question for a move-minimizing game is given any two objects s and t of such a graph G, "Is there a path in G from s to t?" If such a path exists, then we will consider three additional questions:
(1) What is an explicit formula for the distance from s to t?
(2) For any given color i ∈ I, what is an explicit formula for the minimum number of color i edges amongst all shortest paths from s to t?
(3) For any given color i ∈ I, can a shortest path from s to t that minimizes the number of color i edges be explicitly prescribed in terms of s and t?
Call G the move-minimizing game digraph associated with this moveminimizing game. Notice that if we are not interested in using colors to distinguish between moves, then we may simply consider the uncolored directed graph, in which case question (2) coincides with question (1) while question (3) may be rephrased simply as "Can a shortest path from s to t be explicitly prescribed in terms of the objects s and t?" Thus, answers to our four move-minimizing questions within the context of colored moves will also serve as answers to the "uncolored" versions of these questions.
We understand that the meaning of the term "explicit" in questions (1), (2), and (3) is open to interpretation and certainly depends upon the combinatorial description of the objects in question. The following theorem connects moveminimizing games and diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices and indicates the level of explicitness we aim to achieve in answers to questions (1), (2) , and (3). 0. There exists a path in G from s to t.
The distance from s to t is 2ρ(s ∨ t) − ρ(s) − ρ(t) = ρ(s) + ρ(t) − 2ρ(s ∧ t).

If L is distributive, then the quantities here may be determined as follows:
ρ(s) = |s|, ρ(t) = |t|, ρ(s ∨ t) = |s ∪ t|, and ρ(s ∧ t) = |s ∩ t|. Proof. The claims follow from Theorem 2.2, Lemma 2.4, and Proposition 2.5.
For any given i ∈ I, any two shortest paths from s to t have the same number of color i edges. If L is distributive, then this number is the number of color i vertices in the set (s ∪ t) − s plus the number of color i vertices in the set (s ∪ t) − t, or equivalently the number of color i vertices in s − (s ∩ t) plus the number of color i vertices in t − (s ∩ t).
Suppose now that
We close this section with some remarks.
• The phrases "God's algorithm" and "God's number" are most often used in connection with a move-minimizing game modeled using the Cayley graph of some group related to the underlying puzzle, perhaps most famously in connection with Rubik's Cube (see for example [11] ). In a similar sense, then, the preceding theorem determines God's number and God's algorithm for a move-minimizing game between two objects whenever the game digraph is the order diagram for a diamond-colored distributive lattice.
• At first glance it may seem unlikely that any interesting games could be modeled in this way. Here and in sequel papers we will showcase some move-minimizing games -our so-called "domino games" -that serve as nice illustrations of this approach. Furthermore, we will explore some of the many enumerative and algebraic contexts within which our moveminimizing domino game digraphs naturally occur.
The Domino Game digraph
We now fully describe the Domino Game including its description as a digraph with edges arising from legal domino moves. Fix integers N and k with 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 and consider k × (N − k) partitions as the vertices of a graph we denote by
, or D A when the parameters k and N are clear. We color the game board checkerboard-style, with the upper right most square being red, and nonred squares being white. The use of colors on the game board is a refinement of the game as described in the Introduction, and will yield a digraph that we can connect to L A (k, N − k) Given any two k × (N − k) partitions (or "legal shapes") σ and τ , form a directed edge σ → τ if τ can be obtained from σ by any one of the following legal domino moves: from σ (or add to τ ) , , or .
(ii) Add to σ (or remove from τ ) , or . and D A have the structure of digraphs on the same set of partitions; but similarities in their edge sets are not as clear. As you can see in Figure 10 , (2, 3) , but the order of the partitions has changed. We will show that this is the case in general:
It is clear now that
are isomorphic directed graphs, under a permutation on the vertex set that preserves edges. That is to say, by Definition 3.1, that D A has the structure of a distributive lattice where the empty, minimum partition in L A corresponds to a non-empty, minimum partition in D A , and where the full, maximum partition in L A corresponds to a non-full, maximum partition in D A (k, N − k).
Domino coordinatizations.
In order to make our connection between Domino Game digraphs and type A fundamental lattices precise, we introduce four coordinatizations of D A to parallel the "part", "tab", "circ", and "diagonal" coordinatizations of L A . And, as above, we color all the edges with the set
[N − 1]. The main purpose of the various coordinatizations is that these give the natural progression of the correspondences provided in our main theorem, that 
• Edges:
if N is even, and
if N is odd.
• Minimum and maximum elements: For N even, the minimum element
This minimum can be viewed as shading any box that lies above the diagonal that proceeds from the lower left corner towards the upper right, while for the maximum all boxes on or above the diagonal are shaded. In the case of N odd, the conditions are reversed: µ i = min{k−i+1, N −k} is the minimum element while M i = min{k−i, N −k} for all i in the maximum element and we can reverse the particular views given.
A , it will be our convention to list the elements of the set in decreasing order. That is, for S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k } we have S i > S i+1 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
and if N is odd:
• Edge colors: For distinct subsets S and T , we say S i − → T iff S = (T − {x}) ∪ {y} for (x, y) as defined above.
• Visualization: A k × 1 tableau listing, from greatest to least. The tableau entries are found by attaching a fully shaded upside down staircase to the left of the associated partition and counting the number of shaded boxes in each row. See Figure 11 . An edge of color i exists between two tabular coordinatizations iff the value x becomes y from one diagram to the next, where x and y are defined as above. 
for some l with 1 ≤ l ≤ N − 1 where
• Visualization: A 2×⌈N/2⌉ tableau (with the two rightmost boxes joined into one tall box when N is odd) numbered as in 12: we number the boxes top to bottom, from left to right, beginning in the top left box. The box labeled i is marked with a dot iff s i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Note the identification of edge colors is independent of the box numbers; it depends only on the underlying shape of the circle diagram. That is, the identification of edge colors is identical in both L • Elements:
, if N is odd.
Example 5.5. This example completely describes the coordinatizations in Sections 3 and 5. In Figure 14 , we view L A (2, 4) and then the corresponding D A (2, 4) in Figure 15 . In both cases, each vertex is surrounded by the corresponding coordinatizations: circle diagram, partition, tableau, and diagonal coordinates. Also each edge is marked with its color value.
The Coordinate Isomorphisms. The purpose of this section is to make precise the correspondence (0,1,1,2,1)
(1,1,1,1,1)
(0,1,2,2,1)
(1,1,1,2,1)
(1,1,2,2,1) each map preserves edges and edge colors, so that it will be accurate to say that L A ∼ = D A as diamond-colored distributive lattices, and the answers to our move-minimizing questions for D A will follow from this isomorphism.
These seemingly complicated maps are really not hard to understand pictorially. Note that we do not include the proofs that each map is indeed an edge color preserving isomorphism here, as the proofs intuitive and the description given in Example 5.10 is convincing.
and its inverse γ t→p :
is defined by
The visualization in Definition 3.5 describes the isomorphism (cf. Definition 3.5). For N even, we have 3) while for N odd, the map π is defined:
The Main
is induced by π −1 ∈ S N . The isomorphisms above enable us to state our main result, that L A ∼ = D A as edge-colored digraphs.
is an edge-color preserving isomorophism of directed graphs.
Proof.
The isomorphisms on the left-hand side are clear from Definitions 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4; as each of these are isomorphic to L A .
The conclusion is that D A (k, N − k), which is defined as an edge-colored directed game graph, actually has the structure of the diamond-colored distributive lattice L A (k, N − k). This means that the four move-minimizing game graph questions set out in Section 4 can all be answered in the affirmative. Specifically, considering the non-colored version of the questions described in the paragraphs before Theorem 4.1, we have that D A is connected; (1): There is an explicit formula for the distance between two domino partitions σ and τ (questions (1) and (2) are combined in this setting); and (3): An explicit path from σ to τ can be prescribed. Though we will focus on the non-colored situation below, the answer to the colored versions of questions (2) The diagonal coordinates and a linear algebraic approach. We now turn our attention to the so-called "diagonal coordinates" of L A and D A . These seemingly awkward coordinates actually provide a very clean connection between the Domino Game and the classical distributive lattice L A , in that they help us prescribe answers to the non-colored versions of questions (1)-(3) above. As stated in Theorem 2.2, if one knows the rank of an element in a topographically balanced distributive lattice, then calculating the length of the shortest path between two elements is straightforward. In L A , the rank of a given partition is simple: It is the sum of the rows of the partition. That is, if
The calculation of the corresponding rank of a partition τ in D A is not so obvious. Now, it is clear from Theorem 5.9 that one can figure the rank of τ ∈ D A by computing the rank of Φ −1 (τ ) ∈ L A , but it's not clear how to calculate the rank of an element without "leaving" D A and relying on the classical object L A . In terms of the domino game, this means that we cannot directly find the answer to (1) 
A Domino solution to (1)-(3).
Given partitions σ and τ in D A with corresponding diagonal coordinates s and t, and with m be the minimum element in D A , consider the expansions (s − m) = c i β i and (t − m) = d i β i which can be found by P −1 (s − m) and P −1 (t − m). We use the mountain path defined in Section 2 to determine the length of the shortest path from σ to τ and we prescribe that path. Let S = {i ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1}, and
be the multisets of the vector expansions of s and t, where i has multiplicity c i and d i in each set, respectively. These multisets encapsulate the moves required to get from the minimum to σ and τ . Let u be the diagonal coordinates of σ ∨ τ . 
